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tions to forward to the state boards of ac-
countancy and professional associations.

This article contains no answers to the
questions raised in the focus groups, as
GSO was asked only to report participants’
concerns.  As the finer points of the com-
puter-based examination are worked out
and details become available between now
and November 2003, the Board will dis-
seminate this information to candidates.

In its report, GSO stated, “These re-
sults give us
confidence that
the focus group
participants do
reflect the views
of the universe
from which they
were drawn.”

Each fo-
cus group con-
sisted of eight to
twelve people
who share par-
ticular charac-
teristics.  The
p a r t i c i p a n t s
were broken
down into sepa-
rate groups of

students and young professionals, with one
group in Scottsdale, Arizona comprised to-
tally of minority accounting students in or-
der to ensure that their perspective was ob-
tained.

Participants were asked to read a docu-
ment before the group met.  The document,

“F“F“F“F“For emploor emploor emploor emploor employyyyyersersersersers, definitely, definitely, definitely, definitely, definitely
it’it’it’it’it’s ws ws ws ws welcome because theelcome because theelcome because theelcome because theelcome because they’rey’rey’rey’rey’re
getting egetting egetting egetting egetting experienced staffxperienced staffxperienced staffxperienced staffxperienced staff
that knothat knothat knothat knothat know how how how how how to naw to naw to naw to naw to navigatevigatevigatevigatevigate
through the softwthrough the softwthrough the softwthrough the softwthrough the software and doare and doare and doare and doare and do
spreadsheets really wspreadsheets really wspreadsheets really wspreadsheets really wspreadsheets really well.”ell.”ell.”ell.”ell.”

L.A. yL.A. yL.A. yL.A. yL.A. young professionaloung professionaloung professionaloung professionaloung professional

T
A whole neA whole neA whole neA whole neA whole new ww ww ww ww waaaaay of doing thingsy of doing thingsy of doing thingsy of doing thingsy of doing things.....

The American Institute of Certified Pub-
lic Accountants (AICPA) and the Na-

tional Association of State Boards of Ac-
countancy frequently survey CPAs, ac-
counting students, as well as other
groups about a range of issues in order to
be responsive to the needs of the profes-
sion.

In preparation for the conversion to the
computer-based
CPA examina-
tion in 2003, the
AICPA con-
ducted seven fo-
cus groups in
five cities across
the country in
June and July
2001.  The Gary
Siegel Organiza-
tion (GSO) was
hired to moder-
ate the sessions.

The purpose
of this study was
to identify the is-
sues and con-
cerns of CPA ex-
amination candidates and potential candi-
dates about the proposed conversion to a
computer-based CPA examination in 2003,
including its structure, content, and deliv-
ery.  The studies looked only at responses
from participants, without seeking any par-
ticular answers, in the form of honest reac-

CCCCCOMPUTEROMPUTEROMPUTEROMPUTEROMPUTER-B-B-B-B-BASED EXAMASED EXAMASED EXAMASED EXAMASED EXAM

Last summerast summerast summerast summerast summer, small groups of students and y, small groups of students and y, small groups of students and y, small groups of students and y, small groups of students and young profes-oung profes-oung profes-oung profes-oung profes-
sionals across the country participated in a researchsionals across the country participated in a researchsionals across the country participated in a researchsionals across the country participated in a researchsionals across the country participated in a research

project to vproject to vproject to vproject to vproject to voice their vieoice their vieoice their vieoice their vieoice their viewwwwws on the future computer-based CPs on the future computer-based CPs on the future computer-based CPs on the future computer-based CPs on the future computer-based CPAAAAA
eeeeexxxxxamination.amination.amination.amination.amination.

Focus groups speak out on the
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prepared by the AICPA and NASBA, included
information about plans for the computer-
based CPA examination.

The focus groups were polled about
whether they believe that a computerized
CPA examination is a better or worse depic-
tion of the “real world” of a CPA.  They were
also queried on their perspectives and those
of their colleagues about whether those per-
spectives are generally, positive, neutral, or
negative.

Groups were also asked to think about
whether they believe their schools currently
have the resources or the ability to prepare
students for the computer-based examina-
tion and what the schools can do to better
prepare students for the examination.

Candidate concernsCandidate concernsCandidate concernsCandidate concernsCandidate concerns
While most participants believed the

conversion to a computer-based examina-
tion is necessary, some questioned whether
the AICPA might be making too many
changes too quickly.  They speculated
whether the examination would actually be
ready by November 2003, which some
thought might be too soon.  Concern
stemmed from the shortage of information
on the examination structure and content as
well as the need to know what to expect.
Focus group members want access to this
information as well as to sample questions
long before 2003.

Fearing that the examination might be
more of a computer examination than an ac-
counting one, some focus group participants
wondered whether the examination will
gauge their expertise and ability on a com-

puter or their profi-
ciency as an ac-
countant.  The ex-
amination could be
o v e r w h e l m i n g ,
said one partici-
pant, because of
the need for both
knowledge in ac-
counting and com-
puter programs.

E a c h
group brought up
logistical concerns.

In losing the flexibility of a paper and pencil
examination, the groups discussed the abil-
ity to get an overview of questions during
the examination and to work out problems
on paper.  They want to know how much time
will be allowed per section, whether they will
be able go back and change answers, and
how the examination will be graded.  They

also want to know the nature of the new top-
ics (e.g., economics) that will be added to
the examination.

Focus group members asked whether
spelling, neatness, grammar, and punctua-
tion will continue to be considered on the
revised examination.  Some participants
would like it to remain.  “You could be the
most intelligent person in the world,” said a
Dallas young professional, “but if you can’t
write it and express your words on paper and
do it in an intelligent way and know how to
grammatically do that, you’re not going to
be able to go out there and write a report.”

A secure and continuous computerized
examination necessitates a sizeable supply
of approximately 10,000 questions.  The
quality of future examinations depends on
pretesting to ensure that only the best ques-
tions are used.  Focus group members
wanted to know the mix of multiple choice
questions, case-based simulations, and word
problems, as well as how will these ques-
tions be formatted.

Pretesting wPretesting wPretesting wPretesting wPretesting workshopsorkshopsorkshopsorkshopsorkshops
When participants were asked whether

they would be interested in attending pretest-
ing workshops if they were offered, virtually
every person expressed a willingness to do
so.

Many participants said they would like
to have more CPA examination preparation
in college, especially the opportunity to do
practice questions.  Focus group members
expressed concern that smaller schools and
those with fewer resources will adapt more
slowly to the examination conversion and will
therefore be less helpful in preparing for the
examination.  The focus groups all agreed
that it is essential to be in communication
with professors concerning the examination
format changes as early as possible to allow
for revisions to college and university cur-
ricula.  The groups want instructors to be
aware of the new examination content to
better prepare students.  To this end, some
suggested that professors also attend pre-
testing workshops in order to include what
they’ve learned into their curricula.

Students wondered whether colleges will
change their accounting curriculum to con-
form to the changes in the CPA examina-
tion.  They thought that professors are not
currently trained to prepare students for this
exam by November 2003.

A New York student mused, “I guess the
school would adapt to the changes also be-
cause . . . they’re not really teaching some
of these things right now in school.”

“““““If yIf yIf yIf yIf you pass the test, theou pass the test, theou pass the test, theou pass the test, theou pass the test, the
computerizcomputerizcomputerizcomputerizcomputerized program anded program anded program anded program anded program and
eeeeevvvvverything, yerything, yerything, yerything, yerything, you knoou knoou knoou knoou know yw yw yw yw yourourourourour
stuff.”stuff.”stuff.”stuff.”stuff.”
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In addition to disseminating advance in-
formation to colleges and universities, focus
group participants would like the AICPA to
also supply information straight to candidates,
libraries, and professional publications, either
in the form of demonstration disks or sample
questions and suggested answers on the
AICPA website.  They also want the AICPA
to offer review courses/workshops on college
campuses and at job sites.

ExExExExExamination preparationamination preparationamination preparationamination preparationamination preparation
Many participants believe it will be more

difficult to prepare for a computer-based ex-
amination due to the fact that little is known
about its format or content.  Some also specu-
lated whether colleges will have sufficient
time to prepare students for the new format
by 2003.

Most students said they plan to take a
review course prior to the examination, and
most of the young professionals have already
done so.  They want to familiarize themselves
with the examination format, gain reassur-
ance that they know what they need to know
to pass the examination as soon as possible,
and to use the course as a reference source
for questions.

Because the new examination lacks his-
tory and may be seen as more strenuous than
the paper-based examination, candidates in
the focus groups want information on the
content and format in order to better prepare.
Otherwise, one participant stated, “It will be
a shock.  It’s just the unknown . . . not know-
ing what the content is.”

The minority student group in Scottsdale
said that even though the new format might
be an unwelcome change, later candidates
may be better prepared.

The computer-based examination will
oblige candidates to have technical skills not
on the examination.  Most participants said
the computer-based examination is welcome
because it is essential for a CPA to be com-
puter-proficient and to have the additional
skills that will be examined to better prepare
for the workforce.

Those already in the workforce were
asked whether they believe that their on-the-
job use of spreadsheets and databases will
better prepare them for working with data-
bases on the examination.  Most had no prob-
lem accepting case-based simulations,
spreadsheets and databases, business en-
vironment and concepts, communication
skills, and analytical and integration on the
examination because of their schooling and
on-the-job training.  Participants emphasized
the importance of learning the concepts, not

just memorizing them.
“I think what you want to avoid is making

sure that you are not testing one kind of
spreadsheet and one kind of database,” of-
fered a Scottsdale student, “because as soon
as you go into that firm, they are going to
have you doing things
in their own way, and
you don’t want to try to
test one way and then
have people going and
doing something else
when it is totally irrel-
evant on a test.”

A member of the
Denver student group
stated succinctly, “You
are going to get that
kind of test, a case
simulation, whether you
are taking it at a test at
school, at the CPA [ex-
amination] or when you
sit down at your desk for
the first time and they
say, ’Okay, here’s a situ-
ation and we need you
to go research this and
tell us what the answer
is.’”

New York young
professionals’ opinions
were split when asked
if they thought the new
examination will be
harder or easier.  Ac-
cording to GSO, most
believed it will be more
difficult to study for if it
is an adaptive test re-
quiring computer skills.  Others thought it
might be both easier and harder: easier be-
cause most students possess computer skills,
but harder because they lack work experi-
ence.  Conversely, some said that older pro-
fessionals might find it easier because of their
work background, but more difficult because
they are less comfortable with computers.

Scottsdale students said they would like
the opportunity to learn the software and ac-
tually prepare for the examination on the com-
puter.

ExExExExExamination costamination costamination costamination costamination cost
GSO reported to the AICPA and NASBA

that most focus group members confirmed
that after investing so much in their educa-
tion, the increased examination fee was not
an issue.  “I’ve gotten this far.  I’ll just go for
it,” a New York young professional told the

See  FFFFFocus Groupsocus Groupsocus Groupsocus Groupsocus Groups,,,,, page 5

GSO introduced focus group mem-
bers to the following five primary pro-
posals on substantive changes to the
CPA examination when it is con-
verted to a computer-based format.

!!!!! To incorporate case-based simu-
lations in the examination.

!!!!! To incorporate spreadsheets and
databases into the examination.

!!!!! To include business environment
and concepts into the examina-
tion.

!!!!! To assess communications skills.
!!!!! To assess analytical and integra-

tion skills.

GOALSGOALSGOALSGOALSGOALSGOALSGOALSGOALSGOALSGOALS
of theof theof theof theof the
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group.
“It’s not an option,” stated a member of

the Dallas young professionals focus group.
“It’s like, would you not get your driver’s li-
cense?  It’s something you have to have if
that’s the direction you want your career to
take.”

Some focus group members mentioned
that the increased cost would be added mo-
tivation to be better prepared in order to avoid
having to take it again.  One Denver student
affirmed this attitude.  “It will definitely affect
how much I put into preparing before I go sit
for it, but it won’t affect whether or not I sit.”

PPPPPolicies for conditioningolicies for conditioningolicies for conditioningolicies for conditioningolicies for conditioning
GSO reported that most focus group par-

ticipants believe that a candidate who condi-
tions on the paper examination should be
able to finish the remainder of the examina-
tion the same way.  Some participants said
they want to complete the entire examina-
tion prior to the conversion to avoid having
to take part of the examination on paper and
part on the computer.

Benefits of a computerizBenefits of a computerizBenefits of a computerizBenefits of a computerizBenefits of a computerized eed eed eed eed exxxxxamamamamam
Along with the opportunity to take the ex-

amination more frequently, group participants
mentioned the benefits of scheduling flex-
ibility and receiving grades sooner.

Focus group participants generally liked
the scheduling flexibility and the idea of be-
ing able to take the examination more often,
including the thirty-day window to take all four
parts.  Participants pointed out that because
of the more flexible examination schedule,
they won’t find it necessary to study during
tax season.  Others said that thirty days would
not provide enough study time to study so
much material in such a short period, par-
ticularly for candidates who are working.
Several participants suggested a three-month
or longer timeframe.

In New York, young professionals con-
sidered the major benefit of the computer-
based examination to be the enhanced job
opportunities because it tests the skills and
knowledge used on the job, making it a more
accurate indication of CPAs’ practical skills.
Moreover, the computer-based examination
will entail less memorization and more ana-
lytical and business skills which demonstrate
a better understanding of business issues,
the groups agreed.  Because the computer-
based exam is a better indicator of reality
than the paper-based examination, New York
young professionals thought that a key ben-
efit of the conversion for those who pass will

be a better chance of getting jobs because
they have the skills and knowledge neces-
sary for the workplace.  “If you pass the test,
the computerized program and everything,
you know your stuff,” summarized a New York
young professional.

Other participants cited the flexibility of
the computer-based examination as a big ad-
vantage, not necessarily because it’s a com-
puter test, but because the material being
tested will focus more on what the business
world wants, instead of what the colleges think
the students should know.  ”One of the ben-
efits should be that all the basic charts and
graphs that we will never memorize in the
field because we will simply open up the lat-
est IRS chart and look at it should be avail-
able to us there,” a Denver student pointed
out.

A young professional from Los Angeles
said, “For employers, definitely it’s welcome
because they’re getting experienced staff that
know how to navigate through the software
and do spreadsheets really well.  They’re
ready to go out there and conquer the clients
and everything.”

A Dallas young professional concurred.
“Considering the alternative and just the
memorization, I would prefer to see a case-
based study than having to memorize all this
stuff because to me, memorization doesn’t
work as well as understanding a concept and
trying to apply it.”

“I think most people associate change
and computers with progress so in that sense
it will be more acceptable,” a New York young
professional told the focus group.  However,
many participants said the computer-based
examination would be unwelcome until can-
didates get used to it.

GSO reported, “Participants in several fo-
cus groups wondered if the examination will
test their expertise and ability on a computer,
or if it will test their proficiency and profes-
sionalism as an accountant.  While the
change is welcome, some are overwhelmed
by the fact that there is too much change,
too quickly – they don’t think schools will have
enough time to prepare students.”

The results of the focus group indicate
that the human factor is very important in the
development of the computer-based exami-
nation.  Although the accounting profession
flies through cyberspace, it takes skilled and
knowledgeable people to implement and in-
terface all aspects of the profession in today’s
world, lest we forget the person.

LOCATIONS
OF FOCUS
GROUPS

Young
Professionals

Dallas, TX
Los Angeles, CA
New York, NY

Students
Denver, CO

New York, NY
Scottsdale, AZ *

  *2 groups
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PPHOTO ID CARDS FOR THE
November 7-8, 2001 examina-

tion were all mailed by October
15.  If you  have not received your
card, contact us at:

(512) 305-7851.
You must have your photo ID

and one other form of identifica-
tion to enter the examination
room.

MAY 8-9, 2002
Filing deadline
March 15, 2002

MAY 7-8, 2003
Filing deadline
March 15, 2003

TTHE FUTURE EXAMS DATES AND THEIR FILING DEAD-
LINES ARE shown below.  Please use these dates when plan-

ning for these exams.

Future ExamsFuture Exams

Candidate

PHOTO
I.D.

Look for your

PHOTO
I.D.
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NOVEMBER 6-7, 2002
Filing deadline

September 15, 2002
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